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We have already explained what it is and how to access a deep network. Basically, the deep web (also called the dark web) is a set of networks that are part of the Internet but are not indexed by search engines, making their content hidden to a large audience. Typically, the deep web is associated with illegal content such as drug sales, child pornography or
various other obscure activities, but the network does not only have this type of content. This can be very useful for activists and journalists who need anonymity. On your computer, you can access it using the Tor browser, which connects to the network of the same name. On a mobile phone, there are apps (official and unofficial) that bridge it with the Tor
network and make it possible to connect - you don't need a root, jailbreak or any other unofficial modification on your smartphone. Look: Enter the deep web on Android On Android, you need to download two apps as the official tor project that created the browser and the Tor network, the most common method of accessing the deep network. This: Orbot
Proxy: it is a proxy that will connect to the Tor network to encrypt and anonymize traffic, as happens on a computer automatically with the Tor browser. This way you'll be able to browse the deep web almost anonymously: it's a browser actually, as if it were a Tor version for mobile devices. It is also Firefox-based and has received some changes to ensure
the privacy of users is guaranteed. It should be used after Orbot is activated; Here's how to get into the deep web from your Android phone: Download and install Orbot and Orfox on your smartphone; Open the Orbot Proxi and go through the introduction process; Click The World and Choose Brazil; Turn on VPN mode Click Start, on a round icon with a
background bow. Wait for the connection. You'll know that it worked when a full VPN device appears on the fox side; If it doesn't work, check the use of bridges and try again; Ready! Now just open the Orfox browser (similar to Tor) and get access to everything you want in the deep web. It works like a regular browser, but can access Tor networking sites,
usually with a .onion address. When you're done watching, just turn off the Orbot. See at the end of the post what to do in the deep web. Access to the deep network via iPhone for iPhone, there is no official Tor app due to some system restrictions such as Apple forcing third-party browsers on iOS to use the WebKit navigation engine, just like Safari and
Chrome. Since Tor is based on Firefox to ensure that navigation is as anonymous as possible, iPhone alternatives are technically less secure. Tor itself recommends a bulbous browser that implement some features to prevent prevention security issues are usually enough for the average user. At least because of these limitations, it's much easier to browse
the deep web via the iPhone: Download and install a bow browser on your iPhone or iPad; Go through the customization process; When something appears about bridges, click Continue without; The app will connect you to the Tor network while you're connecting you; When you connect, click Start browsing to start browsing; If all goes well, you'll see an
Onion Browser message successfully connected via Tor. What to do on the deep web Usually, the first step is to access Hidden Wiki, which lists some deep websites. Go to Hidden Wiki by clicking on this link (it will only work on the Tor network): . There you will find any type of site that exists in deep web networks. The viewing speed should be slower than
usual because your Internet connects to multiple computers, such as a tunnel, to download sites, so it depends on the connection speed of many points around the world. The Tor browser comes in such a reliable mobile version when desktopversionTor Browser for Android is the mobile version of the famous web browser in the Internet world as the safest
way to surf the web. Designed for a browser focused on privacy, Tor is commonly known as deep Web browser. Because it provides security and a certain sense of anonymity when viewing dark or strange Internet locations. Tor Browser for Android, as well as in the computer version, provides more discreet navigation, as it isolates the websites you visit,
thereby discouraging trackers and ads that use your browsing data to target. The main feature of Tor Browser for Android is to leave all browser users with similar characteristics, thus leaving the network more secure without presenting procedures and possible security holes for each user. When you use Tor Browser for Android, your browsing data is
transported and encrypted 3 times as you move on the Tor network. The network consists of thousands of volunteer servers and is known for its reliability. Please note: Adding is required To use Tor Browser for Android you need to install a companion app. It's Orbot, a proxy application that makes Tor connect to servers. It's also a free app. The toolkit for
those who want security and anonymity in InternetTor is a tool package for organizations and people who want more online security. Using it, the data traffic generated by messengers SSH and other applications, using the TCP protocol, become anonymous. The program works with a large set of servers supported by users to maintain privacy while
browsing, as well as eliminate content censorship. Tor also provides a platform where developers can create new applications based on anonymity, security, and privacy. Traffic is safer when using Tor because the connection is connected through a distributed network of servers called onion routers, a project that aims to protect and have the right of the user
to remain anonymous on the Internet. Instead of directing the route from source to destination, data packets from the Tor network pass randomly through several servers that cover the tracks, so that no unsuitable observer knows where they came from or where they are going. The purpose of this technology is to protect Internet users from traffic analysis, a
form of network monitoring that threatens anonymity and privacy, confidential business and relationships, and government security. It is installed automatically and allows the user to easily access the app's settings. In addition, the Firefox browser add-on allows you to turn tor usage on/off while browsing; This is a Tor button that is free and included in the
installation. Traffic analysis analysis of traffic analysis - also known as traffic formation - is used daily by corporations, governments and individuals who want to maintain a database of what people and organizations do online. Instead of looking for the content of the messages, the traffic analysis tracks where they come from and where their data goes, as
well as when they were sent and the amount. For example, companies use traffic analysis to store records of which web pages you've visited to create a profile of your interests. Let's say the pharmaceutical industry uses this analysis when researching a niche market, monitoring a competitor's website to find out what products you are interested in. The list of
patents is available by tracking all requests made. One of the big advantages is that Tor makes it difficult to analyze traffic by avoiding tracking data on the Internet, allowing you to decide whether to identify yourself when communicating. Security is improving as more people volunteer to run servers. Part of the Tor project is an experiment with the public,
training the best outlets for online privacy. Please don't torrent through Tor. Tor Browser will block browser plugins such as Flash, Fast time and others: they can be manipulated to reveal your IP address. We don't recommend installing additional add-ons or plug-ins into Tor Browser Plugins or addons that may bypass Tor or compromise your privacy. Tor
Browser already comes with HTTPS Everywhere, NoScript and other patches to protect your privacy and security. Please don't torrent through Tor. Tor Browser will block browser plugins such as Flash, RealPlayer, Fast Time, and others: they can be manipulated into revealing your IP address. We don't recommend installing additional add-ons or plug-ins
into Tor Browser Plugins or addons that may bypass Tor or compromise your privacy. Tor Browser already comes with HTTPS Everywhere, NoScript and other patches to protect your privacy and security. Security.
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